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Many of us, as people of faith, give a portion of our income to
help others. But what about the money we don’t give away—
the money we plan to spend, save for emergencies or invest
for retirement? As unbelievable as it may sound, we can use
that money on behalf of God’s community, as well, and still
have it for what we need. Our savings can actively benefit our
community and be there when we need it. Our investments
can support our faith values and grow for retirement. We can
support an economy of enough for all by thoughtfully choosing
what we buy. Our guests today will expand our vision for
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Featured Guests
Andy R. Loving

Guest Image

Andy R. Loving is a national expert in community investing and has won multiple
awards for the many ways he helps people move money into financial institutions that
serve poor people domestically and around the world. Professionally a financial
advisor, Andy has been a lifelong social activist, working on behalf of poor people and
communities and organizing middle- and upper-class U.S. Americans to work for
justice through their finances.
Read more

Jim Marsh, Jr.

Guest Image

Jim Marsh, Jr., puts his faith, values and money to work through community and
socially screened investments. Still a board member of a family-owned furniture
company in his home state of NC, Jim is a child and adolescent psychotherapist in the
Washington, DC, area and works with inner-city teenage boys in a Rites of Passage
program. An ordained United Methodist Minister, Jim has a strong calling to help guide
and inspire people to find their true voice and true self.
Read more
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